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Longways Set in Reel Time 
Four Couple Dance 
4 x 32 Bar Sequence 
To Start: The third and fourth couples cross tc 
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Bars 

1-4

5-8

9-16

17-24

25-32
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Ha 1 f figure of E i g h t _ . _ . . .. First couple dance a Half figure of Eight �'J.-=. �E::·.--==-=

second couple to finish on opposite side ic fi=st ;la�: 1

while fourth couple dance a Half fi5u=e cf �ignt up 
between third couple to finish in four�n place. :i=�t �==
fourth ladies go through the side lines in frcn: 0£ 
opposite man. Second and third couples stay i� pla�e. 

Right Hands Across 
First couple with second 
third couple dance Right 

Reel of Four 

couple and fourth 
Hands Across 
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First and third couples facing do�"!l .hile fourth aci 
second couples face up. Passing right shoulders dan�� a 
Reel of Four on the sides. 

Balance in Line 
First couple give ri ght hand to second couple ,.-hile fo,,rt.c. 
couple give right hand to third couple and half turn �ith 
2 travelling steps then first and fourth couples joi� left 
hands in the centre while still retaining right hand hold 
and all four couples set with two Pas de Basques on the 
side lines. Releasing right hand hold, first and fou=t� 
couples couples half turn with left hands t.o tra�ellin6 
steps then set with two Pas de Basques, �hile second and 
third ladies turn with two Pas de Basques to face in on 
bars 21-22. 

Chase partners in Pass Half Round 
First ana fourth men dances Pass Half round .ith their 
partners following them, the men must meet on the third 
travelling step then pass partners by right shoulders to 
come out of the centre. The men take 6 steps to coaplete 
the movement so on last 2 steps they can cross over to the

side they started the Pass Half Round from. To finish in 
order:- 2 - 4 - 1 - 3

Note:- first and third couples are on the opposite si des. 

Repeat with new leading couples. 


